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Rum and
Tasmania

s
am a rock, I am an island'. Little
did Simon and Garfunkel know
how prophetic those words would
prove some 30 years later. With Rum,
Tasmania and the Orkney Islands providing
unique insights into our Earth heritage and
its development, this issue is one for the
island-hopper.
Elsewhere, marking the bicentenary of his
death, a look at lames Hutton's other
interests, together with an account of
rescuing reptile trackways, steaming
through the geological past of North Wales,
and, did insects have a 'hand'in the demise
of the dinosaurs?
Finally, and on behalf of the Editorial
Board, I would like to thank Mike Harley
for his peerless efforts over the past few
years, without which Earth Heritage
magazine would not he what it is today.
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Rob Threadgould
Managing Editor
Cover pictures - The
spectacular glaciated
landscape of south west
Tasmania. (Photo by Grant
Dixon). See pages 14 and 15.
Inset: The Rum Cuillins
from the east
(Photo by P. & A.MacDonald).
See pages 10 - 13.
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The Royal Commission on Environmental
Pollution (RCEP) provided a major boost
by taking sustainable use of soil as the
theme for its nineteenth investigation. Its
report, published in 1996. contained 91
recommendations. covering all aspects of
soil sustainability.
Earlier this year. the Government produced
its formal response to the report. The most
significant outcome is the Government's
decision to produce a national strategy for
soil protection, in response to the RCEP's
key recommendation.

18 Were meteorites really
necessary?

Rescuing reptile trackways

1: Sustainable
Use
of Soil
Despite the importance of soils as a
natural
heritage
resource,
environmental policies in the UK have
largely taken them for granted.

14 Wizards of Oz

19 Safeguarding the Elgin
Marvels
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The strategy will bring together existing
policies and identify commitments for
future action. AlIhough the precise scope of
the strategy is still unde.r consideration, it
will retlect the full range of issues
identified in the RCEP report.
The RCEP suggests a strategy based on the
following principles:
• soils must be conserved as an essential
pan of life support systems
• soils should be accorded the same
priority in environmental protection as
air or water
• integrated environmental management
must include soil sustainability as a key
element
• where practicable. contaminated sites
should be reco\'ered for beneficial use
• further contamination of soils from any
source should be avoided.
A number of the RCEP's specific
recommendations. if adopted by the
strategy, could have direct Earth heritage
benefits, and developments awaited with
interest. A consultation draft of the strategy
is due this summer or autumn.

IGS
Since 1990. English Nature (and its
predecessor the Nature Conservancy
Council) has been encouraging and
supporting the involvement of local
volunteers in Earth heritage conservation
through
the
Regionally
Important
Geological / Geomorphological Sites
initiative (RIGS).
LocaL often county based, RIGS groups
combine the skiJls and expertise of wildlife
trusts. mus-eums and geological societies,
together with those of planners, teachers
and academics. 10 select and conserve
important Earth heritage features in their
locality.
•

Earth Science Conservation in Great
Britain - A STrategy (NCC 1990) stated that
"The expansion of the RIGS network
represents the single most important new
initiative proposed in this strategy,"
After several months of discussion. The
Wildlife Trusts and English Nature have
now produced a ncw development strategy
to take RIGS into the next millennium.
Leading geologists and RIGS group
membcrs ha\'e all contributed. Peter
Slllrley, .Director Of Community Affairs at
The Wildlife Trusts, said: "With more than
40 RIGS groups and over 2.000 sites now
notified, the RIGS initiative has achieved a
great deal. It seemed appropriate to reflect
on these aclllevements, consider the future
direction of the initiative and to bring
forward plans to t.ake everyone into the
nex t stage of de\'e!opment,"

This will mean an increasing emphasis on
raising public awareness and appreciation
of Earth heritage. integrating RIGS work
with other environmental issues such as
Local Agenda 21. becoming more involved
in planning issues and looking again at
surveying and recording methods.
English Nature's Mike Harley said: "It was
imponant to look at the options available to
us, find out what priorities people have and
to identify objectives and ways of
achieving them. \Vith this strategy we are
looki.ng forward to the year 2000."
Activities called for in the strategy include:
• developing new ways of providing
information.
• increasing on-site interpretation and
improving access,
• producing a RIGS handbook giving
practical guidance to RIGS groups'
members,
• linking geological and wildlife
conservation where possible.
• increasing the capacity of RIGS groups'
members to deal with local planners.
• standardising survey and recording
methods. and
• employing at least one person to
manage the work involved.
The strategy will cost just over £80,000 per
year to implemem. Sponsors are being
sought'

More fun for Rockhounds
The Wildlife Trusts' Rockwatch Rockhound Challenge
competition for young geologists has two new
categories. In addition to the established Rockhound
award for collectors, the Rock Reporter section
encourages budding journalists, and the Rock Artist
section will draw those with a liking for other creative
methods. A Top Tips information pack and poster is
available for competition entrants. More details from
Helen Freeston at the Wildlife Trusts' national office,
'B' 01522 544400.

How do you pick
your RIGS?
What factors do you use to decide if a
site qualifies as a RIGS? It's an oft
asked question.
RIGS are not failed SSSls. They are
important, non-statutory, conservation
designations at a county level and a
valuable local asset for education,
I'eisure, planning and science.
Fulfilling our duty to future generations to
preserve our Earth heritage means
conserving resources to enable them to
seek knowledge.
Site databases underpin site selection,
and are essential for justification and at
all subsequent stages in conseliVation.
RIGS provide large scale, visible and
tangible examples of Earth science
features, and Earth science students
need good robust sites for field training.

educational facility?
• Is it the most representative in a local
context?
• Will access/safety constraints limit its
usefulness as a RIGS?
• Is it free from threats of quick natural
degradation, for example erosion, sea
level rise, landslip?
• Is it free from vegetation overgrowth,
illegal tipping etc., that wi,1I detract
frofiITI the site's potential?
• Are the landowners sympathetic?
• What effects will numerous visitors
have on the mineral/fossil significance
of the site?
• What is the potential conservation
status as an exposure or integrity
site?

Testament to the interest and need for
good protected sites are the groWfOg
numbers of visitors from local and
national Earth science orientated
organisations, and from schools, who
represent probably the largest single
source of site visits.

• Does it have enough aesthetic appeal
to stimulate public awareness and
support for the cause? Can the site
be effectively accommodated within
unavoidable threats from agriculture,
forestry, building, power generation,
landfill, leachates, gases?

Earth science conservation is young and
requires new techniques and ideas.

• Are there any unavoidable long term
threats, and if so, should it be
adopted, or should all available
resources be mobilised to salvage
what there is before it is destroyed?

Wi,th all this in mind, here are my
suggestions for questions to pose to
help decide whether a site fits the bill as
a RIGS:
.
• Does the site provide a good

This is only the briefest of discussions,
and selection criteria will vary with the
aspirations of different RIGS Groups.
Perhaps there is a need for a small
handbook on site selection. If you think
so, why not send your thoughts to
Gwynedd and Mon RIGS Group, c/o
Margaret Wood, Countryside Council for
Wales, Plas Pen rhos, Ffordd Penros,
Bangor LL57 2LQ.

Tony Rogers,
Chairman,
Gwynedd and Man RIGS Group

LETTER
Finding that
elusive RIGS
information
Sir
Who owns that RIGS? in issue 7 of
Earth Heritage gave excellent
information for discovering the owners
of RIGS.
However, the Warwickshire Geological
Conservation Group has employed a
method that avoids much or all of the
knocking on doors and bar counters.
That is, to telephone the parish clerk of
the area where the prospective RIGS is.
That person invariably knows either the
owner or the person who would know,
and their telephone numbers.
The particular Civil Parish (CP) in
whose area the exposure lies can be
ascertained from the relevant 2.5" OS
Pathfinder map, and the telephone
number of the clerk from the County or
District office can be found in the area
telephone directory.
There is sometimes difficulty in
describing the location of an exposure.
Many people do not know the Grid
Reference system used with maps;
conversely, you, the enquirer, may not
be conversant with the names of local
roads and landmarks, so that a small
scale (l :25,000 or 1: 10,000) map should
be to hand when making enquiries.

CM. BARLOW
Warwickshire Geological
Conservation Group
Coventry
• The Editorial Board welcomes
letters. Please keep them brief and
send them to the Managing Editor,
whose details appear on I>age 2. We
may have to edit long contributions.

Climbers re-expose ce
A joint project between Avon RIGS Group
and the North Somerset Museum Service
has re-exposed a long-hidden Ice Age
section in a neglected quarry.

with academic and practical training in
geology and habitat management, to undertake
a wide variety of operations safely in difficult
locations.

The cliff and gravels at Bleadon, near the
seaward end of the Mendip Hills in Somerset,
were re-exposed by clearing away the screen
of ivy, brambles and saplings.

It is hoped the clearance will encourage new
investigations and lead to the site being
included in geological itineraries, along with
the better known similar Pleistocene deposits
at nearby Middle Hope and Brean Down.
Interpretation material for the site is also being
considered.

The quarry floor was cleared by members of
the RIGS group, and the quany face by the
specialist Bristol-based Ropeworks. They use
abseiling and climbing techniques, combined

The Bleadon exposures were first noted in

Pounding
away at
pavement
challenge
Limestone pavements are a scarce and non
renewable feature of limestone scenery and
are protected by European and British law.
Little research has been undertaken on those in
Wales, but projects are being undertaken by
students at University College, Chester, under
the direction of NEWRIGS Chairman,
Cynthia Burek.
Joanna Deacon has identified 38 limestone
pavement sites covering 66922m 2 in North
and South Wales, with the idea of establishing
RIGS. One site of national importance may be
given legal protection with a Limestone
Pavement Order, a first for Wales.
Comparison with the Ward and Evans survey
of pavements in 1975 shows the influence that
grazing has on clints of a site, stopping
reversion to woodland, while the grykes
contain ancient woodland features, herb
species and shrubs such as hawthorn, which
inhibit grazing and allow young growth to
flourish.
The lack of change on, and lack of damage to,
the pavements also reflect a change in farming
practice - fences replacing dry stone walls.
David Corbelli is looking at biodiversity and
the influence of limestone insoluble residue on
the soils developed within the grykes. Seven
sites have been chosen, five in North Wales
from Bryn Alyn in the east to Penrhyn on
Anglesey, and two in the south. This work is
being done in conjunction with John Conway,
Chainnan of Glamorgan & Gwent RIGS.
Further information will be presented at the
Welsh RIGS Forum in Llangollen in
September (see pages 8 and 9).

MEDAL AWARD
The Geologists' Association has awarded the
1997 Halstead Medal to John Macadam for his
work wirh Cornwall Wildlife Trust and RIGS
Group.

ge section
1899 when large numbers of reindeer antler
fragments were found.
Road-widening in the late 1920s exposed
related gravel deposits east and west of the
quaITy but the road sections disappeared
behind walling and the quarry cliff and its
deposits were hidden by undergrowth.
The site is owned by the Church
Commissioners and the assistance of their land
agents, Cluttons of Wells, as well as Mr and
Mrs Moore, tenants of the property, were
crucial to the success of the project.
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The Dorset coast owes its beautiful and
diverse scenery to one of the finest
sequences of Jurassic rocks to be seen
anywhere in the world.
Younger Cretaceous rocks cap the cliffs in
many places, adding to the diversity of
geology which underlies the county.
Spectacular erosion has, and continues to,
fashion these rocks into the unique, dynamic
and cherished coastline enjoyed by people
today.
Dorset's geology has attracted researchers for
over 150 years and their studies were the first
to identify many of the geological stages
within the Jurassic system which have
subsequently gained international recognition.
The coast now contains many geological type
sections and Sites of Special Scientific
Interest, and it has become a classic teaching
area.
The geology gives rise to a variety of coastal
erosion features uruivalled in Europe and
possibly the world. The Black Ven Landslip,
between Charmouth and Lyme Regis, is the
largest coastal landslip in Europe. In contrast,
the Lulworth area is a classic place to study
how the fonnation of bays and headlands is
influenced by the erosion of both hard and soft
rock strata.
The crumbling cliffs constantly expose many
millions of fossils which provide a fascinating
insight into the ancient Jurassic environment
and the evolution of life. Even after 200 years

...WelJ almost - a new tax on materiaJs going
to landtiJI sites was introduced last October.
At the same time, the Government made it
possible for landfill operators to donate
money to environmental projects out of the
tax they collect. Work on RIGS is likely to
be eligible for some of this money.
Operators can claim a tax rebate of 90% of
any donation they make. In other words, a
£10,000 donation only costs the operator
£1,000.

a
of collecting, new discoveries are
made with each passing season.
With such a rich resource, geology
has become an important element in
Dorset's economy. Quarrying for
cement, ball clay and building stone
are established industries. Oil
exploration in the east of the county
is a more recent development and,
today, new exploration is taking
place offshore. People come on
school visits, on holiday, to carry out
research and to find fossils. Many
facilities have been developed,
ranging from museums and visitor centres to
accommodation and field study cenU·es.
The Jurassic Coast Project is a three year
feasibility study which will, for the first time,
take a co-ordinated approach to the
conservation and use of Dorset's geology.
The initial step is producing a geological
conservation strategy to underpin education
and interpretation strategies and ensure that
any tourism initiatives will be sustainable.
The feasibility of a major geological visitor
centre on the Isle of Portland is one subject for
investigation. The island is at the mid-point of
Dorset's Jurassic coast and has a rich
quarrying history. Should World Heritage Site
status be granted to Dorset's superb geology, a
Jurassic Coast Centre on Portland would make
an ideal focal point. The Project is a
partnership between Dorset County Council

The rebates can be used for a wide variety of
site-based and other work, although there are,
of course, some conditions to be met. The
three main ones are:
• The money must be paid to an
"environmental body" enrolled under the
regulations. An "environmental body" may be
an existing voluntary agency, such as a RIGS
group, a Wildlife Trust, a BTCV group or a
Groundwork Trust, or may be specially
formed to take advantage of the regulations.
Such a body must not be controlled by a
landfill operator or a local authority. About
300 organisations are now enrolled and the
number is i~asing all the time.

Monmouth Beach, Dorset, holds huge
geological interest and a fascination for all
sorts of visitors.
(Photos by Richard Edmonds)

(the lead agency) West Dorset District
Council, Weymouth and Portland Borough
Council, the Rural Development Commission,
English Nature, the Single Regeneration
Budget and the European Union Konver Fund.
The recently appointed Project Officer,
Richard Edmonds, formally warden of the
Charmouth Heritage Coast Centre, is eager to
develop lheproject and welcomes comment
and involvement from all those with an
interest in this superb piece of coastline. He
can be contacted at Planning Services,
Environmental Directorate, Dorset County
Council, County Hall, Dorchester DTl 1XJ.
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• A landfill operator must be prepared to
donate money'
~

Gloucestershire RIGS wants to use its fifth
birthday to launch the Red Rock List.
The equivalent of the biological Red Data
Book which lists endangered and rare species,
the Group sees the List as cataloguing
geological and geomorphological features in
need of conservation due to their importance
or scarcity.
It suggests putting the Red concept into an
Earth science setting ideal for RIGS by
compiling a list of key stratigraphic horizons,
structures, rock types and mineral and fossil
exposures known to be rare in the county.
Significant outcrops would automatically gain

RIGS status. The Group feels the concept has
nationwide potential. Anyone interested
should
contact
Mark
Campbell,
Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust, Robinswood
Hill Country Park, Reservoir Road, Gloucester
GL4 9SX, 'B' 01452 383333.
Since its inception, Gloucestershire RIGS' site
register has grown to 200, comprising 51
SSSls, 55 RIGS, 15 ordinary sites and 79 yet
to be recorded and designated. It wants to push
its register to over 1,000 sites in the next four
years.
Gloucestershire uses a weighted scoring
system to evaluate RIGS sites. A 12-strong

committee awards marks out of 10 on six
cliteria: scientific potential and importance,
regional value, vulnerability, educational,
historical and aesthetic value.
The system allows a degree of objectivity in
evaluation, and a means of re-assessing a site
against other sites.
The RIGS Group has also put effort into active
conservation and field trips. Each year, it
chooses two sites for a day's clean-up and
restoration by a 30-strong team of RIGS
volunteers. The action pays dividends, not
only in practical terms, but in publicity and
recruiting fresh volunteers.

interpretation, environmental education,
research into waste management, amenity
improvements and cleaning up pollution.
Projects must be registered by ENTRUST to
ensure that they meet all the conditions in the
regulations. These include the requirement
that the operator should get no direct benefit
and that none of the money should go to
meeting existing planning conditions. There is
a ceiling of 20% of the tax collected by the
operator, but with an expected revenue of
£400M - £500M each year, that still leaves a
huge £80M - £IOOM a year potentially
available. Site-based projects should also be
within 10 miles of a landfill site.
This is a major opportunity to dust off your
RIGS project proposals, find a friendly landfill
operator, enrol your group as an
environmental body (or link up with one in
your area - in some places county-wide bodies
are being set up to help small groups with their
projects) and get some work under way.
More information is available from:
• Your local customs and excise office, who
will supply the official version of the
regulations. Ask for HM Customs and Excise
Note 8/96 of the 31 July 1996 entitled Landflll
Tax Environmental Bodies.
• ENTRUST, 154 Buckingham Palace Rd.
London SWlW 9TR, 'phone 0171 8234574.
• The Wildlife Trusts, The Green, Witham
Park, Waterside S.outh, Lincoln LN5 7JR,
'B" 01522 544400.

Peter Shirle¥
'
The Wildlife Trusts
Andy King,
English Nature

"
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The type of work that can be done under the
regulations includes site management and
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• The work has to be approved and registered
by the regulatory agency - ENTRUST - which
has been set up to deal with enrolment of
environmental bodies and approval of
projects. This is an independent body with a
board comprising representati:ves of the
industry, environmental agencies and the legal
profession. Its members include the Earl of
Cranbrook and Neal Caldwell of the Prince's
Trust.
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Avon RIGS Group members helped the local
Wildlife Trust at the opening of the
Willsbridge Mill Geological Trail. More than
40 people braved inclement weather to go on
guided walks. They were also able to take part
in various indoor activities, including rock,
mineral and fossil identifications and
examinations, along with reconstructing past
landscape and rocky lucky dips.

ROCK DATES
Rock and fossil fairs are scheduled for
September 13 and 14, lOam to 5pm daily, at
Dudley Town Hall, West Midlands, and for
September 20, lOam to 4.30pm, at Avenue
Hall, Southampton.

What's
going

on
here?
To find

out,
turn to
Reviews

on
pages
22, 23.

steam railway (Derek France).
These joint NEWRIGS (North
East Wales RIGS) and University
College Chester projects will be
demonstrated during the forum.
Here's what visitors can expect.

k

Ste

Cynthia Burek,
Chairman, NEWRIGS
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The train now arriviJ.g...has undertaken a journey
through geotogical rime and space.
(Photo by Stewart Campbell)

Derek France,
NEWRIGS
he Llangollen town walking
trail will be launched by the
Mayor from the town hall
and will encourage people
to examine, literally, the geology on their
doorsteps.
The trail takes you through three scales
of geology. The largest looks at the
landscape, a smaller scale examines
building stones within the town, and the
micro-scale looks at the components of the
rocks in buildings, such as minerals and
fossils.
The town sits on the northern limb of the
Vale of Llangollen Syncline, which is
responsible for the setting of the River Dee
as it leaves the Welsh mountains and breaks
onto the Cheshire Plain. The Dee Valley lies
c. 300m beneath the imposing Creigiau
Eglwyseg, one oHhe finest Carboniferous
Limestone escarpments in Britain, and
nationally important for its Dinantian strata
and extensive scree slopes. The Berwyn
Mountains to the south comprise Silurian
(Upper Ludlow) shales, mudstones, flags
and slate. Llangollen lies just to the south of
a massive unconfomlity which is easy to
demonstrate to non-Earth scientists because
the vegetation, rock colour and scenery
either side of it look completely different.

From the town bridge, the dark, south
dipping SilUlian shales are seen clearly in
the river bed, while, to the north, visitors
can observe the towering horizontal and
white rocks of the Carboniferous Limestone
escarpment. The unconfonnity extends to
the north of the town between the
escarpment and the ruins of Dinas Bran
castle.

The most common building stones used
in the town are the local Cefn (Upper
Carboniferous) sandstone and the Silurian
shales. Roofs invariably consist of slates
imported from the North Wales Slate Belt,
or more easily-weathered local flags/slates.
The old armoury, however, is largely
constructed from Carboniferous Limestone,
in which it is easy to see giant productid
(brachiopod) and trilobite fossils.
Another distinctive building, rather
surprisingly, is the butcher's shop, with its
pink granite pillars (imported from northern
Britain) mounted on expensive larvikite
cladding (from Norway). The shop also has
an Italian marble step - expensive stones for
a town shop'

colonial coral, Lithostrotion, standing proud
of their surroundings.
At the smallest scale, the trail user will
see feldspar crystals, glittering in the
sunshine, in the larvikite of the butcher's
shop and in the granite pillars of the town
hall.
Hopefully, the trails and the forum will
whet the appetites of those with an interest
inlocal history, as well as those concerned
with Earth heritage.

Smaller Scale
At a smaller scale, trail users can
examine the wall outside the Royal Hotel,
where the forum is to be held. Here,
weathered Carboniferous (Dinantian)
Limestone blocks show fossils of the

Above, a grallite detail from, the Llallgollell War
111emorial alld,

below,

the town's sandstone bridge over

the River Dee, viewed looking towards the Royal
with Si/urian slate forming the river bedrock.
(Photos by Stewart Campbell)
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Llangollen rail trail aims
to provide visitors with an
enjoyable introduction to
the
geology
and
geomorphology of part of the Vale of
Llangollen during the 11.5 km steam
journey to Carrog.
The trip lasts just 30 minutes, but
travellers also undertake a journey through
time and space, through rocks laid down in
deep marine environments 420 million
years ago, with seas containing extinct
creatures such as graptolites and
brachiopods.
Travelling west from Llangollen, you
leave behind the stepped Carboniferous
Limestone cliff of Eglwyseg Escarpment
(described in Cynthia Burek's article). The
train meanders alongside the tumbling
River Dee, through the rounded Silurian
shale hills, to the floodplain of the Dee
valley at Carrog.

Huge Syncline
One of the first major sites is only 1.5
km from Llangollen, in a gorge near to the
Chain Bridge Hotel. Easterly-dipping
Silurian shales protrude from the bed of the
River Dee and form part of a huge syncline
which spans the Llangollen area.
Emerging from the Berwyn Tunnel, the

view is a complete contrast. The valley
floor initially lay 100 to 125m above the
present level, but rejuvenation has caused
large iru:ised meanders in the original
valley. High on the valley side, meltwater
from the glacier which once occupied the
Dee Valley as recently as 15,000 years ago,
has excavated marginal channels and
created cols, clearly visible on the Berwyn
Mountains.
The deep Dee Valley has slopes well
wooded with deciduous and coniferous
trees, often mixed with bracken, gorse,
sClUb and rough pasture. Past quarrying
activities are visible in many places. The
high ridges are covered with wild heather
and bracken moorland, and bilberry and
gorse create a mosaic of colour and texture.
From Glyndyfrdwy, the railway lUns
along a floodplain and mountains appear on
either side, punctuated by mixed woodlands

and the occasional farm. Looking towards
the river banks. the orange-brown alluvium
contrasts with the grey shale outcrops in the
river bed near Llangollen.

On the south of the valley. approaching
Carrog Station, the preservation of river
terraces and fossil river cliffs clearly
indicates the earlier higher position of the
valley floor.
At CaITOg Station, there is time to
identify the varied rocks of the Station
buildings and the associated graded beds
and slump structures in the building blocks.
On the return journey, you can spot
those landscape features you missed, to
answer 10 quiz questions from the Trail
leaflet. If you get stuck, the answers are on
the back page! •

Michael J.
Cheadle 1 ,
Martin Curry2,
C.H. Emeleu53
and Robert H.
Hunter1
University of
Liverpoofl,
Scottish Natural
Heritage 2,
University of Durham3

GeokJgist
Bob HUllter
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um is one of the most
outstanding features of
the
Inner
Hebrides.
Whether viewed from
Mallaig to the east, Ardnamurchan to the
south or the Outer Hebrides in the west,
its dominant landform is unmistakable.
This year marks the 40th anniversary
of Rum's status as a National Nature
Reserve (NNR). Here, we focus on its
exceptional place in our understanding of
the internal workings of volcanoes, look
at research past, current and future, and
aspects of its wider natural heritage.
Notwithstanding its volcanic history,
Rum displays an exceptional range of rock
types, and excellent examples of glacial and
periglacial landforms. But it is for its
igneous rocks, and in particular the layered
ultrabasic complex forming the rugged
Cuillins, that Rum is most famous.
The igneous rocks are the core of an
eroded 60million-year-old volcano, one of
several (Skye, Mull, Ardnamurchan etc)

loggillg small

whose relict stumps guard the western
seaboard of Scotland. The volcano itself
would have formed a substantial edifice
with a central caldera, perhaps with a
caldera lake. No exact modern-day
equivalents exist, but it probably resembled
a shield volcano similar to those in Hawaii
and Iceland.
The main part of the Rum igneous
complex comprises intrusive rocks, which
record how the subvolcanic magma
reservoir periodically blew basaltic lavas
through the volcanic edifice. The reservoir
was being fed by hot (-1400°C),
magnesium-rich magma from a partially
molten area of the Earth's mantle, some 100
km below. The layered igneous complex
(comprising three parts: the Western,
Central and Eastem Series) is one of the
best exposed, most accessible examples of
its type in the world.
The complex forms a very important
field laboratory to study the magmatic
processes involved in the evolution of

The ultrabasic complex forming the rugged Cuil/ins is what Rum is famed for. (Photo by P. & A.MacDollald)

basaltic volcanoes. Active volcanoes can
only be studied from their eruptions and
erupted products, and these observations
form an important part of volcanic hazard
analysis. The eruption of large volcanoes is
increasingly being recognised as a major
factor in short-term climate change. Clearly,
the need to understand the subterranean
plumbing systems involved in volcanoes
forms an important part of such studies.
However, the only way we can observe
these features is to study eroded ancient
volcanoes like Rum.

scale layering
within peridotite.

Past Geological Research
Although the famous Rum bloodstone
was discovered and used in prehistoric
times, it was not until the laner half of the
19th Cenrury that systematic examination
of the rocks began, with the many
publications by Geikie, Judd and others,
followed by the Geological Survey's 'One
Inch' geological map (1903) and Memoir
(1908).
Access restrictions limited research on
Rum until the 1950s, when the late
Professor Sir Malcolm Brown began his
classic study of the layered rocks of Askival
and Hallival (1956). Through studying
these excellent exposures, he provided
fundamental insights into the cooling and
crystallisation of basaltic liquids (magmas)
in large bodies (magma chambers) in the
Earth's crust.
The Na'ture Conservancy, as was,
acquired Rum in 1957. Since then, research
has been encouraged and the layered
igneous rocks have served to test many
theories.
Examples include:
• how pulses of magma rising from deep
in the Earth's crust and mantle create
large intrusions;
• how magmas react with, alter, and are

themselves altered and modified by
older rocks they touch; and
• the narure of the layering, which suggest
parallels with sedimentary processes,
albeit operating at over 1l00°C rather
than 20°e.
Rum has acquired an enviable
international geological reputation and
attracts scientists from across the world,
often on field excursions attached to
international conferences and workshops.
The island is used by school and university
field courses and by many students to gain
their geological mapping skills. The Narure
Conservancy and its successor bodies have
continued to support these activities.
The Current Picture
Many aspects of the intrusion are still
relatively poorly understood. For example,
the shape and size of the intrusion, the
dimensions of the magma chamber (not the
same thing!), the intrusion/eruption history,
the origin of the conspicuous igneous
layering, and the cooling history of the
crystal mushes which formed as the magma
cooled and solidified in the chamber.
Present research falls under four general
headings:

1: Field and geophysical measure
ments. Observations of the contact
geometry and detailed gravity and magnetic
studies have helped to constrain the shape
and size of the intrusion and, hence, its
volume.
2: Geochemical modelling. Estimating
the thickness of the magma chamber which
led to the formation of individual layered
units, and the relative volumes of magma
erupted an>lcrystals (cumulates) deposited.
This is done by working out the likely range
of magma compositions, (deduced from
fine-grained intrusive rocks) and the
dimensions of the large scale layering.
3: Analysis of the sedimentology of the
layered cumulates. Developing models for
the transport and deposition of crystals at the
floor of the magma chamber. This is
achieved through detailed observations of
layering features at a variety of scales and
correlati~n of logs laterally. Different scales
of layering have been related to different
events within the evolution of the chamber.
4:
Textural
analysis.
Detailed
observations of microscopic textures and
textural associations, coupled with mineral
chemical data, have allowed us to constrain
the likely processes operating, and the
magnirude of their effects, when the crystal

•

•

mush was cooling and solidifying at the
floor of the chamber; processes such as
convective circulation of melt, compaction
and chemical/textural equilibration have
been examined.
The current view is that the magmatic
system
evolved
through
repeated
replenishment of magma from a central
feeder zone into a transient horizontal disc
like magma body. This was probably only
ever a few hundred metres thick. There was
probably also repeated tapping of the
magma body, re-juvenation and re-inflation
from primitive magma fed through the
central conduit.
The central feeder zone is now
represented by a collapse structure which is
the present Central Series. The large scale
layering (1 O-lOm), so obvious in the Eastern
Layered Series on Hallival and Askival,
represents major replenishment events when
much of the magma chamber may have been
filled with primitive magma. The magma
evolved from crystallisation of the dark
peridotite layers to crystallisation of the
lighter, allivalite layers (see picture on next
page). Cooling of the magma chamber from
above caused crystallisation at the roof. As
the crystal mush thickened, it periodically
detached itself and fell on the floor.
Sedimentation appears to have involved
transport by, and deposition from, crystal
laden density currents, similar to turbidity
currents within ocean basins. There is
evidence for substantial slumping and
reworking of crystal mushes on the floor of
the chamber. The smallest scale of layering
(mms to a few cm) was caused by varying
of
deposition
during
conditions
sedimentation.

Rum

o
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50 - 150 kms wide

4------------------

Torridonian sandstone
I

Mesozoic sediments

Lewisian basement

Possible crater lake

I

Granitic intrusions

I

Ash deposits in crater area
Lava pile

Island's Vi ent Past Revealed

I

Left, small scale layering ofperidotite and
allivalite make for an eye-catching
formation. (Photo by Lorne Gill)

Inset below left, exposed large scale
layering is plain to see on Askival and
Hallival.
(Photo by P. & A.MacDonald)

20 kms
111is schematic cross-section shows what Rum may have looked like 58millioll years ago.

Future work on Rum will try to tie layering
features
to major events such as
replenishment, evacuation, deflation and re
juvenation of the magma chamber.
The addition of basaltic rock both by
intrusion amI eruption is a major element of
the growth of the Earth's crust.
In particular. the ocean basins are all
formed by magmas generated beneath mid
oceanic ridges (MOR).
There is much more to learn about the
evolution of magma reservoirs beneath ridges.
These feed magma onto the sea floor and
crystallise to f0n11 part of the ocean crust
itself.
Studies of the Rum intrusion may hclp in
understanding MOR magma chambers. They
will provide the framework for other studies
on exposed ocean crust and insights into
mechanisms of crustal growth in general.
Rum is the surface manifestation of the
igneous 'activity which added substantial
volumes of magma to the crust tiuring the
Tertiary period; the uplift associated with this
igneous activity is rt:sponsible for today's
mountains of North West Scotland.

In geological tern:LS alone, Rum is special.
It also possesses' many other features of
national and international interest. Even within
our short human timescale. Rum has witnessed
numerous eras. each of which has left its mark.
Following the final retreat of the glaciers,
during the decline of the lee Age, the earliest
humans arrived - nomadic people of the
Middle Stone-Age.
Some settled on the $hores of Loch
Scresort on Rum over 8,000 years ago in one
of the earliest human settlements yet
discovered in Scotland.
From the hills of the north west of Rum
they qualTied Bloodstone, which, with its flint
like qualities. was fashi,med into alTowheads.
axes and other tools.
New Stone Age. Bronze Age and Iron Age
remains, are all represented. whilst the early
Christians, Norse and clan chiefs of the

Middle Ages have all left their legacy. The
Norse names given to Rum's mountains are
witness to its importance as a beacon for their
longships. Historic Scotland has described the
archaeological
inventory
as
'remarkable' .
The natural history of the island
includes II unique mountain top
colony of Manx shearwaters.
Twenty peT cenl of the world
population rie..<;t in burrows in the
soft peridotite teJrdCes of the RUIn
Cuillin. Other breeding sea-birds arc
-present in hug,e numbers on
dramatic cliffs of the south east.
Rum's high coastal cliffs and ledges
provide sentinel points for one of our mos
impressive birds of prey - the sea eagle. 1l1is

large raptor, persecuted to extinction in Britain
by 1916, was successfully re-introduced to
Rum in the 1970s, from where it has expanded
to become 'C stablished in north west Scotland
once more. The island's combination of
altitude. topography and geology has also
given rise to a diverse range of plant
communities. including a number of scarce
types,
For these and other reasons, tile
opportunity to acquire Rum fOT the nation was
eagerly pursued and 40 years ago it was
purchased, to be managed in perpetuity as a
National Nature Reserve. Its acquisition
prm ided
great
opportunities
for
Rum supports a unique I1lOullttUn fop colony of
Mallx shearwaters. This

Oil,. ;s:OIl

Hallival.

environmental management and research into
many a.';pects of the natural heritage - of which
geology has been central.
Rum also provides a highly valuable
reSOlU'ce for recre~on and quiet ellioyment. It
is the largest of1tie Small Isles - but not too
large to be explored comfortably during a
short stay. The Cuillin mountains present one
of the finest ridge walks in Scotland, whilst
coastal paths lead to isolated bothies wh~re
explorers can overnight in the heart of the
island's wildness.
Since 1992. Rum has been managed by
Sc.ottish Natural HC.fitage (SNH). Much has
been achieved on Rum during the first 40
years of public. ownership and a programme of
events to celebrl\te this milestone is currently
underway.

However SNH also has a clearly expressed
vision of how Rum can in future demonstrate
the practical gains that may accrue from the
wise use and care of the ,natural resources of
~s ~Ie region.
~
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Cambriall pilww laVa!! on King Island
(left) are a well preserved alld
specmcularly exposed example of Tasmallw's
geoherimge. (Photo by Grant Dixoll)

ldo Bay quarry (inset) in southern Tasmallw
was closed in 1992 because its operalion was
damaging the ullderlyillg Exit Cave system,
the longest ill Australw. Rehabilitalioll
(bottom right of the picture) has Jocussed on
preventing turbid runojjfrom the quarry
entering the cave system.
(Photo by Ian Houshold)

arth scientists in Tasmania,
the small island state of
Australia, are leaders in
developing, articulating and
promoting the needs of geoconservation
in their country.
Their broad: practical approach is
exemplified by the terminology they use:
Geodiversity is the range or diversity of
geological (bedrock), geomorphological
and soil features, assemblages, systems and
processes
Geoconservation is the conservation of
geodiversity for its intrinsic, ecological and
geoheritage values.
Geoheritage defines those components
of geodiversity which are of value to
humans for purposes which do not decrease
their intrinsic or ecological values.
Maintaining
geodiversity
is
fundamental to ecological processes. If
ecological processes are to be sustainably
managed, it is essential to maintain the geo
processes underpinning them. Hence,
geoconservation in Tasmania goes beyond
the mere recognition of scientific values.
Intrinsic and ecological values are also
recognised and Tasmania now places more
emphasis on Earth processes than anywhere
else in the country. This emphasis aims to
integrate geoheritage management within
nature conservation, rather than allowing

Grant Dixon,
lan Houshold,
Mike Pemberton
Parks and WildIife
Service, Tasmania
Chris Sharples
Geoconservation
consultant
geoconservation to remai n an oddity,
land
divorced
from
mainstream
as
has
management and conservation,
largely been the case in Australia.

Geoconservation history
Controversial nature conservation
issues have dominated Tasmanian politics
since the late 1960s. Conservation has
consequently been high profile in land
management for several decades, providing
a fertile environment for geoconservation
management to develop.
Sporadic non-systematic inventories
had been prepared for some decades, but
there was no practical activity until the mid
1980s, when political events created a
climate for earth scientists to press for
geoheritage values to be recognised as
conservation land management issues.

Karst and glacial geomorphic values
were prominent in the listing of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage
Area. Then, Earth scientists and other staff
hired by the Forestry Commission (the
precursor to Forestry Tasmania) and the
Parks and Wildlife Service initiated
programs to boost the profile of
geoconservation.

Advancing the cause
Several major issues have helped
advance the cause of geoconservation in
Tasmania. These include:
• Concern regarding karst conservatiol1
and management dates from the early
1980s. As a result, such issues are now
addressed as a formal part of planning.
Management plans have, or are being,
prepared for several cave and karst systems
and additional studies and works are
addressing visitor impacts on caves.
The Tasmanian Forest Practices Code.
which guides production forestry at the
operational
level
and
specifically
recognises the importance of protecting
significant landforms, includes explicit
provisions for karst.
.The Lune River limestone quarry was
closed in 1992 after hydrological studies
determined that it was directly above the

headwater passages of the internationally
significant Exit Cave system. Rehabilitation
strategies were based on reinstating natural
conditions of water flow and chemistry
from the quarT}' site to the cave. Unusual
aspects included retaining quarry benches,
drainage and bunding works to reinstate the
natural hydraulic net of the polygonal karst
and filtration of water before it entered
caves.
• The destruction of unique and relict
levees
and
associated
rainforest
communities on the Gordon River due to
wash from tourist boats during the 1980s.
Pan of the river has been closed to boats,
there are speed limits in other areas, and
there is continuing geomorphic research and
monitoring.
• Continuing research on peat erosion
in the extensive and unusual Westem
Tasmanian blanket bogs has resulted in
modifications to the use of fire as a
management tool.
In the past six years, a substantial effort
has been made to undertake inventory work,
which is fundamental to long term
geoheritage management. Inventories of
sites of geoconservation significance have
been completed for all areas of State forest
and most public reserved lands.
Most existing inventOlies
were
compiled in an unsystematic fashion.
However, development of taxonomic
classifications for celtain phenomena have
in recent year's allowed thematic recognition
of sites. In Tasmania, classifications have
been produced for karst and glacial
landforms, and a further classification for
coastal phenomena is in preparation.
A geoconservation assessment has

recently been conducted in Tasmania as part
of the statewide Comprehensive Regional
Assessment which was undeltaken in an
attempt to achieve a political solution to the
ongoing controversy over management of (OFl'r extellsive areas uJ ·...l!.5Iern Ttnmania, oft~1J on
forest areas. As part of the same project, a sleep slop«•. They are ul/lqlte 01/111' Solffltt771
georegionalisation approach has been
Ilelnispllere and qltile sensui.e to IIle effecl., offir•.
developed. This aims to provide a more
(l'Iwto by Granl /)ixolI)
objective and systematic basis for future
geoconservtlton assessments~
This georegionalisation approach aims
to analyse geodiversity for its own sake,
rather than simply as a tool for assessing ACIUCN (1996). Australian Natural
Heritage Charter
Standards and
dependent variables such as vegetation. The
Principles for the Conservation of Places of
approach focuses on the spatial and
Nalural Heritalff Significance. Australian
temporal distribution of geo-processes
Commiuee for IUCN and Australian
which, when compared with morphological
Heritage Commission, Sydney.
classifications, allows both the form and
genetic history of Earth phenomena to be
assessed .. The properties of soils, landforms Duon, G. (1996). Geoconservation - An
international review and Strategy for
and geological features listed in taxonomies
can be interpreted against a similar set of Tasmania. Parks and Wildlife Service,
uLSl11ania, Occasional Paper No.35.
regional controls over a specific period.
Another recent development has been
the Australian Natural Heritage Charter. In . Dixon, G., Sharples, c., Houshold, I.,
defining the basic principles and procedures Pemberton, M. and Eberhard, R. (1997).
Consen'ation Management Guidelines for
for conserving important natural heritage
Geodiversity. Report to the Tasmanian RFA
places, it fully integrates geoconservation.
Technical Committee, Hobart.
Day-to-day geoheritage management,
aiming to prevent or minimise damage to
Houshold, I., Duhig, N., Sharples, C. and
features, comprises:
Dixon,
G. (in press). Georegionalisation 
• In Forestry Tasmania, logging coupe
A
more
systematic approach to the
and roadline inspections and providing
identification
of
geoconservation
advice under the Forest Practices Code.
significance.
In
Pattern
alld Process:
• In the Parks and Wildlife Service,
Towards
a
Regional
Approach
for National
assessment and management advice for
Estate
Assessmellt
of
Geodirersity
Report
areas proposed for various types of
of
the
Geoheritage
Workshop
held
by the
development (from walking tracks to
Australian
Heritage
Commission
011
26th
ecotourism resorts), plus applied research,
July
1996.
Canberra.
interpretation and policy development. •

Further reading
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James

utton

D FRSE (1726-1797)

Meteorologist, Geologist, Phone' cian - and

Carrot Brandy Expert'

T

G Y Craig

his
year
marks
the
bicentennial of the death of
James Hutton, the 'founder
of modern geology'. Best
known from the many references to him
in geological textbooks, Hutton argued
that the Earth undergoes countless cycles
of decay and renewal, and is
immeasurably old. It is a machine fired
by heat.
Since lames Hutton's geological life
will not be neglected (see Hutton in 1997,
column 3), this is a good opportunity to
show that Hutton and his friends had other
talents. The early minutes of the Royal
Society of Edinburgh provide the evidence.
The Society was founded in 1783. The first
President was the Duke of Buccleuch:
Button was a Counsellor and Founder
Fellow. Among the first two volumes of the
Society's Transactions we find:
1784
December 8 (1783) and January 5:
Professor John Walker read Experiments on
the motion of the sap in trees, the first paper
printed in the Transactions.
February 2, f\pril 12: James Hutton
read the second paper to be printed - his first
to the Society - entitled The Theory ofRain.
Hutton was interested in weather. After all,
he had fanned in the Scottish Border
country for 14 years; but here he chose to
describe weather pattems in parts of the
world he had never seen. He wrote about the
weather in Hudson's Bay, East Indies,
Caspian Sea, rivers that drained from Africa
and Asia that revealed alternating wet and
dry seasons, Indian monsoons, and the dry
lands of lower Egypt and Peru.

But why should Button's first paper to
the RSE be about rain? Weather was an
essential part of the process of decay and
erosion of the land: the rate of weathering a
key to the understanding of geological time.
If Button could explain climate then an
important pan of the Eanh's machinery
driven by the sun could be seen as an
essential part of his Theory of the Earth.
July 12: Dr Black (physician, chemist
and close friend of Hutton) read a paper on
the making of a wine called Koumiss from
mares' milk.

1785
April 4: Hutton read the second part of
his paper on the Theory of the Earth to the
Society. Dr loseph Black had read the first
part because Dr Button was indisposed.

1786
June 19, July 17 and November 20: Dr
Hutton read a Dissertation on written
language as a sign of speech.

1788
March 3: Hutton, Black and James
Hunter, a surgeon, were asked to repon on a
recipe for carrot brandy.
November 3: The three gentlemen (see
March 3) reported that the recipe for carrot
brandy required 1 ton and 8 stones of
can·ots, topped and tai led! The product
resembled com spirits of the best kind and
the refuse (about a third of a ton) could be
fed to pigs. For detailed instructions on how
to
make
this
proof spirit,
see
TRSE,1I,pp28,29.
James Button also wrote on Agriculture
(unpublished) and Philosophy (published).
Who would gaiIl:say that he was not only a
geologist but also a polymath!

Celebrating Hutton in 1997
This bicentennial year of Hutton's death
has generated many happy arrangements.
• A major conference organised by the
Royal Society of Edinburgh (August 5
9, 1997) which will put Hutton's work
in its modern context.
• The Library of the University of
Edinburgh has reprinted a facsimile of
the Abstract of Hutton's Theory of the
Earth. Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH)
is donating a copy to each delegate at
the Button Conference.
• The RSE is publishing a facsimile reprint
of John Playfair's 1805 biography
.(Trans. Roy.Soc. Edinb), The life of Dr
Hutton.
• The Geological Society (London) is
publishing a facsimile reprint of
Hutton's Theory of the Earth vol.111
(1899).
• SNB, with Lothian and Edinburgh
Enterprise Ltd., has sponsored a booklet
about James Hutton wl;tten by D B
McIntyre and A P McKirdy and
published by the Stationery Office.
• A memorial garden is being planned
near Hutton's house in the Old Town of
Edinburgh.
.
• Constructivn of the £34million William
Younger Centre between the site of
Button's house and the Palace of
Bolyrood started in April 1997 (see
illustration below). The centre will
house the ultra-modem Dynamic Earth
exhibition inspired by Hutton's Theory
of the Earth. •
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our hours from Belgrade, in the
Toplica region of southern
Serbia, at the foot of the 1409
metre high Mount Radan, lies
Devil's
Town.
This
marvel
of
spectacularly
beautiful,
naturally
sculpted, earth pyramids is inextricably
linked to local folklore.
Getting there is an adventure in itself.
Once off the main Belgrade-Stalac highway,
the road gradually narrows and ultimately
becomes extremely winding. The final 800
metres to the pyramids is a walk through the
woods.

Devil's Town is actually a group of earth
pyramids on one of the steep slopes of a big
oak wood in the Yellow Spring Valley. It is
a unique geomorphic phenomenon in
Yugoslavia and uncommon worldwide.
The pyramids vary from 2 to ISm high,
with base diameters of between 4 and Srn
tapering to Im at the top. Most of the 202
pyramids have a cap of harder stone. They
stand in small clusters or as lone monoliths;
the distinctive orange-yellow colour that
derives from manganese-iron oxides makes
them a striking sight.
The
hydrothermally-transformed
andesite has been generated during
intensive processes of kaolinization,
silification and pyritization of the primary
rock mass (known as the Iecki andesite
massif).
The pyramids were formed by the
mechanical and chemical effects of rain on
the more soluble rocks. The rain washed out
soft clay to form erosive, tiny furrows
which then grew to wash away more and
larger deposits .
However, the material covered by
harder rock blocks (the future pyramid
caps) was protected from the rain and
fonned the primary pyramids as the water
cut deeper gullies around and beside them.
The process is ongoing, and torrents
coursing down the hillside have undercut
some pyramids, causing their collapse.
In terms of geological processes that

ev
Monumental moun/ainfare: /he

••

truth an
egend
take millions of years, the pyramids are very
young, most probably Holocene, and only
aged in thousands of years. Some of the
changes to them can be measured by human
memory.

Generations of local people have been
fascinated by, and in awe of, the pyramids 
indicated by their name for the area 
Devil's Town. It sits between two valleys
called Bell and Devil.
Unable to explain the pillars, and
enchanted by their beauty, locals have
handed down legends for generations.
Some people imagine the structures to
be stone beings from a mystery planet. One
other tale is that, in olden times, there was a
wedding here between a brother and a sister.
As a punishment for the incest, the brother,
sister and wedding guests were tumed to

spec/ocular s/olle./opped pillars
benea/h Moun/ Radon.
(Photo by Danica Vasileva)

pyramids by an unknown
power.
When the winds blow,
strange, squeaky sounds can be
heard from the strangely
con figured pyramids, an effect
especially frightening at night.
As a sign of veneration for
Devil's Town, a little church 
ritual place of its own - was
built on a slanting ridge near
the pyramids. Today, local people gather at
its remains each Good Friday before Easter.

To date, Devil's Town has escaped
mechanical
damage,
accidental
or
deliberate. Local pride has been a major
factor in that, as has been the remoteness of
tbe location.
Devil's Town
was
put
under
Governmental protection in 1959 as a
natural monument of IJl category. according
to the international code of mCN. •

Institute for Environmental Protection of
the Republic of Serbia (1993). A 11l001lll1lent
of nature - Devil:\' Ibwn. 1·13.

Danica Vasileva
Federal Hydrometeorological Institute, Belgrade

Dinos urs and extinction



New fossil discoveries~1(~~
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Paul Whalley
Gwynedd and Man RIGS

Fossil clues from a recent Aeshna dragonfly and a
Lower Jurassic dragonfly, above, and Psychodidflies
ill Lower Cretaceous Lebanese ambt1; below.

(Photos by P Yorke)
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y now, we all know that
meteorite
strikes
exterminated
dinosaurs.
Fortunately, they missed our
ancestors and many other animals and
plants. While conditions existed for the
extinction of the dinosaurs, the last
dinosaurs were slow to appreciate this
and took some five million years to
'disappear', if we are to believe those who
study dinosaur fossils.
Some groups, for example the insects,
do not seem to have noticed the meteorite
strikes, or at least this is the impression
given when you study fossil insects.
It was a 1962 article, Did the caterpillar
exterminate the giant reptile 7, which raised
eyebrows.
Many insects, for example locusts, can
devastate vegetation over a large area. This
will result in starvation of herbivores and
any carnivores dependent upon them. Thus,
there was a basic premise which was
possible, but perhaps not on a world-wide
scale'

Colin MacFadye
Sue Warbrick,
Scottish Natural
Heritage
Neil Clark,
Hunterian Museum,
Glasgow

,

Right, Colin Frazer 011 the
damaged slab after it was partially
uplifted. Colin was the
Earth lVatch nl11/l.er-u.p this year
for his work on the Elgin
track ways. (Photo by Neil Clark)

Below, Royal Museum of Scotland

'

staff and helpers removing the
trackway from the beach.
(Photo by Neil Clark)

drones) had already arisen. We believe, too,
that dinosaurs were surrounded by noisy
insects; we know that fossil cicadas and
bush-crickets had organs which, in living
species, produce sound. The similarities
indicate a similar mode of life.
Insects had adopted their general
morphology early in the history of life on
Earth. That it worked is shown by the
abundance and diversity both of their fossil
record and living insects.
It is more difficult to visualise how
Cretaceous insects, which had already
formed societies or complex inter
relationships as parasites, would be able to
survive through the period of darkness and
upheaval proposed for the global extinction

of . dinosaurs. Insect fossils in the
Cretaceous, can be placed in Orders,
families and even genera of living insects.
This suggests that little has changed in the
insect world over the last 100 million years.
Even the diversity of insects in the
Mesozoic is enonnous; sources such as
Cretaceous amber and newly-discovered
fossil insect sites are revealing evidence of
this diversity. No-one would deny the
importance of meteorite strikes on earth, or
their possible effects.
However it does appear that there are
plenty of tenestrial factors which could be
associated with dinosaur extinctions,
without calling on extra-terrestrial
intervention. •

F

or over 150 years, quarrymen
and amateur geologists have
found the remains of pre
dinosaur reptiles and their
trackways within the Permo-Triassic
sandstones of the Elgin area.
The rescue of a recently discovered,
nationally important, reptile trackway,
partially damaged by a fossil collector, has
highlighted not only the threat to the fossils
of the Moray coast, but the need for co
operation between Scottish Natural
Heritage (SNH), landowners, quarry
operators, museums and the public in
safeguarding future discoveries. The rescue
has also alerted local people and the media
to the importance of the Elgin fossils and
the threat posed by irresponsible collecting.
Remains of primitive reptiles

The suggestion that depletion of
sunlight caused plants to die ignores the fact
that the ancestors of many plants and
animals survived this traumatic period.
Far more dramatic were the vegetational
changes III the Cretaceous and the
subsequent dominance of flowering plants;
it has even been suggested that these
changes upset the digestion of herbivorous
dinosaurs ... was extinction due to diarrhoea
(or the opposite i)? Is this any less likely
than other theories? I Insects in the
Cretaceous were very similar to living
species. We know that the caste system
found in ants and termites (queens, workers,

The Permo-Triassic fossils found
around Elgin and the nearby Moray coast
were originally thought to be the remains of
fish and the trackways of tortoises.
However, studies by eminent Victorian
scientists, such as Thomas Huxley, revealed
that these fossils were remains of primitive
reptiles and mammal-like reptiles. Over 12
reptilian genera are now known from here,
including the controversial Saltopus,
thought by some to be an early dinosaur.
Both
quadrupedal
and
bipedal
carnivores, herbivores, omnivores and
possible insectivores, from 20cm to over a
metre in length have been identified.

vels
Although their remains are found in desert
dunes and interdune sediments, most
presumably inhabited more vegetated areas
for the greater part of their lives. The
trackways suggest seasonal northwards
migrations, perhaps towards an oasis or
ephemeral lake. Researching the recent

discoveries should provide a clearer
understanding of the ecology of these
animals.
In the past, reptile remains and their
tracks were discovered in a number of small
quarries. such as Spynie and Cutties ........
Hillock. Natural coastal erosion provided a ,......
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oils influence, and are
themselves influenced by,
the surrounding environ
ment. In areas with a
history of human settlement, some soils
can also be considered as historical
artefacts and are integral elements of the
cultural, as well as the physical,
landscape.

In many cases, soil horizons have been
so modified that they are essentially man
made, or anthropogenic, III origin.
Investigation of such soils can make
important contributions to interpreting past
human activities and environmental
conditions. This is particularly evident in
parts of Orkney, where the concentration of
archaeological sites helps unravel the

fascinating story of anthropogenic soil
development.

Higher nutrient levels
Anthropogenic
soils
have been
artificially deepened - often to a metre or
more - and contain far higher levels of
nutrients, especially phosphate and

modified organic matter, than would be
expected from natural soil development.
They are found where the natural soils are
shallow and infertile. due to climatic or
other environmental constraints.
There are two main types - relict, which
are found at the present day land surface,
and fossil, which are buried beneath
deposits of windblown sand or peat.
Materials that could be used for soil
improvement are in short supply in these
areas, and so a number of ingenious
methods developed over the centuries to
make the most of scarce resources.

Relict soils in West Mainland

~

few other rare finds of tracks. Although
quarrying is now on. a much reduced scale,
Clashach Quarry, near Hopeman, is
yielding many new fossil trackways.
Some of the stone currently being
removed is destined to face the new
extension to the Royal Museum in
Edinburgh. Carol Hopkins, a local Open
University student, has been responsible
for most recent discoveries at Clashach and
surrounds. She is also activel')' involved in
studying and recording the new trackways,
which now number over 40.

Enthusiastic co-operation
The enthusiastic co-operation and help
of Moray Stonecutters, the quarry
operators, has been invaluable in
safeguarding this new and important fossil
heritage. The operators have not only
helped remove the footprints from the
active quarry, but have donated all the
finds to ne"v homes in, amongst others,
Elgin Museum. the Hunterian Museum in

Elgin
marvels
from previous page

Glasgow, and the Royal Museum.
Finds of low research and museum
display quality are being placed around an
in situ trackway exposed in the quarry 60
years ago. Local school groups will soon
be able to arrange visits to see these finds
and learn about the Triassic reptiles and the
desert environment in which they lived.
The aim is for the Clashach discoveries
to eventually form part of a coastal
footpath interpretive facility as quarrying
ceases.
Fossils outside the quarry have not
shared the same protection. An in silu
trackway exposed on the foreshore was
recently damaged by a collector. One of the
tracks, evidently the most aesthetic. was

removed completely, and another was
prepared for removal. This trackway, in the
Hopeman Sandstone Formation, is unique,
since it formed as the animal crossed a
water-rippled surface between the desert
dunes; most .other trackways were
imprinted on relatively dry dune sand.
Being located at high water mark, the
survival of the trackway was also under
threat from the sea. A decision was
therefore made to remove the remainder of
the tracbvay in a joint operation between
SNH and the National Museums of
Scotland. In late February, in a blaze of
publicity, with the consent of the Crown
Estate (owners of the track) and the
approval of both the planning authority and
Elgin Museum, the trackway was removed.
The adjacent golf club helped by allowing
transport of cutting equipment, and the
rescued trackway, across their land.
The trackway will be displayed,
complete with the vandalised section and a
conservation message, in the extension to
the Royal Museum. •

In West Mainland. Orkney, analysing
the relationships between anthropogenic
soils and settlements of known cultural age,
together with radiocarbon dating, suggests
that these soils commenced formation
during the mid to late Norse period (c. AD
1240 - 1400).
Manuring practices associated with the
formation of these soi,ls may have been
introduced by monastic settlement,
associated with a period of increasing
agricultural organisation and development.
This in turn may have been a response to the
increasing population pressure of this time.
These soil horizons continued to form over
about 600 years and ceased formation
sometime between the late 1800s and the
early 1900s, as chemical fertilisers became
used on arable land.
These relict soils are restricted to West
Mainland and Stronsay. Explanation of their
distinctive distribution is found in the
limited availability of seaweed resources.
the preferred means of maintaining soil
fertility in Orkney. In its absence, a turf and

n

manure based system of manuring was
adopted. Heather or grass turves were
stripped from poorer land surrounding the
main crop growing areas. The turves were
then used as animal bedding. When the
byres were cleaned out, the turf and manure
mix was applied to agricultural land.
The substantial amounts of organic
matter, together with the mineral soil
attached to the turf, gradually contributed to
the creation of an artificial soil porizon.
At a local~~le, anthropogenic soils are
associated with the tunmal, the best arable
land held in large blocks. These blocks were
permanently attached to each farmstead,
and not snbject to periodic redistribution,
like other types of land.

Fossil soils at Tofts Ness
At Tofts Ness, Sandal', much of the land
is less than. Sm above sea level, and the
anthropogenic soils were frequently buried
by calcareous wind blown sands. This has
produced a series of fossil soil hOlizons
interspersed with sand layers.
Radiocarbon dating and stratigraphic
relationships with early settlement sites
indicate that these horizons are plimarily
associated with the Bronze Age Cc 3360 
2980 BC), although formation may have
started dUling the late Neolithic period.
The soils differ slightly from those at
West Mainland, in being composed mainly
of turf, ash and domestic waste. Animal
manure was more valuable as a fuel.
The calcareous sands on which these
soils were formed would have been
unviable for arable activity because of their
erosivity and summer moisture deficits;
applying manure at Tofts Ness allowed
arable activity in what was a highly

ne
marginal farming environment.
Both studies highlight the considerable
effort required to maintain arable activity in
early Orkney.
Similar relict and fossil soils are also
emerging in other areas of the Northern
Isles of Scotland. Relict soils have been
identified at Papa Stour in Shetland, while a
range of early fossil soils have been
identified elsewhere on Sanday, on Fair Isle
and at South Nesting in Shetland. •

Further
reading
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186.
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II-action Ea
The surface of our planet is constantly being
remodelled by powerful natural forces, as two
new books rerrund us.
Earthquakes - our trembling planet (ISBN 0
85272 287 7), a new British Geological Survey
(BGS) publication explains the awesome yet
fascinating causes and effects of these
occurrences in layman's tenns. More than 100
colour illustrations, cmaways and photographs
strengthen reader interest in a 70-plus page
'why, what, where. when' guide.
While designed to suit Earth sciences
students at A level and key stage 4 of the
English and Welsh schools system, it will
interest any general reader. It is jointly
authored by Susanna Van Rose, a geological
writer, and Roger Musson, a seismologist. It is
available at £6.50 + P&P from the BGS,
Keyworth, Nottingham NGl2 5GG, or from
bookshops.
Earth's Reslless SUlface explores the
processes and products of change and explains
how to recognise past events in the rocks. In
guiding the reader back through geological
time and space, it also considers the challenge
of predicting future change.
Written by Deirdre Janson-Smith and
Gordon Cressey, Earth's Restless SUlface is a
60-page, colour illu~rated, paperback selling
at £5.95. It complements the exhibition in the
new Eanh Galleries at the Natural History
Museum, London and copies are available
from the Museum Bookshop, Cromwell Road,
London, 'ii" 0171 938 9388 or its publishers,
The Stationery Office, 'ii" 01603 694487.

Geological Code~

There can be few more imaginative ways of
hammering home geological good sense than
the new poster from Scottish Natural
Heritage (right).
Cartoon characters bring life to a set of
guidelines that every geologist should be able
- and want! - to follow. Copies of the poster
are available free,from Rob Threadgould at
Scottish Natural Heritage (see inside front
cover for contact details).
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INTO FOSSILS

Windows in lime - Earth heritage and Local
Nature Resen:es is a colourful English Nature
insight into the benefits of geological LNRs.
These include providing accessible areas for
everyone to learn about geology and providing
statutory protection to locally important
exposures of rocks. fossils, minerals and
landscapes. It also provides a brief guide on
declaring and managing a geological LNR.
The booklet (ISBN I 85716 256 0) is
available free from Telelink. PO Box 100,
Fareham, Hants POl4 2SX. "lr 01329 668600,
fax 664725, e-mail reception@telelink.co.uk

Fossils - the story of life is a COIOUlful, easily-read
exploration of how the fossil record of the British Isles links
to the evolution of life and today's environments. Written by
fossil enthusiast Sue Rigby and published by the British
Geological Survey, Keyworth, Nottingham NG 12 5GG, it is
available from the BGS at £6.50 + P&P. or from bookshops.
Like the BGS Earthquakes book (see Review leji). it is
designed for Earth sciences students at A level and key stage
4 of the English and Welsh syllabus. but will interest any
reader.
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rLANDSCAPE FASHIONED By GEOLOGY:
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East Lothian and Borders
Geologically speaking, south-east Scotland
has it all. From the spectacular cliffs of the
Berwickshire coast to the rugged Cheviot
Hills hewn out of the granite along the
English border. much of the country's scenic
variety is displayed in one small region.
The remarkable story of the changes of the
last 500 million years is \'ividly brought to life
by the sixth booklet in this popular series,
produced jointly by SNH and BGS.
At various stages during this period. south
east Scotland has been subjected to volcanic
activity, blanketed by glaciers. submerged by
seas, covered by tropical swamp forests and
coral reefs. and experienced desert
conditions.
The contribution made by cach of these

Oon'l db,n1!urto nxk ~urra('e'S "itn

environments to
the present day
landscape
is
clearly
explained using
straightforward text, attractive photographs
and diagrams, and well-known local
landmarks as examples.
Amongst several other fascinating subjects
covered by the booklet is how Scotland and
England. separate for much of their early
history, collided some 420 million years ago
to produce the Southem Uplands.
The publication is available at £3 from
Publications Section, Scottish Natural
Heritage. Battleby, Redgonoll, Perth. PHI
3EW (ISBN I 85397 242 8).

COrlll1lall's Geology
and Scenery, Colin
Bristow's new guide,
abounds with facts
geological and
anecdotal, making it
highly readable for the
layperson and geology
students alike. The
author's own inimitable style shines through,
guiding the beginner through useful and
necessary concepts such as structural geology
before embarking on a ride through the rich
and varied story that has shaped Comwall's
landscape and history. The handy-sized, 148
page book is well-stocked with relevant
illustrations and photographs. Although not a
field guide, it covers most key Cornish
localities, and is recommended to anyone with
an interest in this most geological of counties.
Hardback (ISBN I 900147017), £17.99
and softback (ISBN I 900147009), £13.99,
are both available from Cornish HiJlside
Publications, SI. AustelJ, COlllwal1.
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